Don’t Fuck With The Baldy
Chris Spivey

Hi All
Well, I guess that it had to happen sooner or later. Later is
now and it looks like the site has been targeted by the Arseholes who live in the house of cards.
Apparently, one of my articles was brought up on the House of
Lords website on Friday and the site went down Friday night…
Coincidence?

So,

what

naive

idiot

thought

that

they

only

silenced

dissidents in countries like Russia & China?
Never the less, since the site went down my right hand man
Carl the Tech Guy has been working flat out to try and get us
up and running again. Unfortunately, we are still being
targeted and as soon as Carl gets one thing sorted another
thing goes tits up.
I know fuck all about Computers, I do the easy bit, AKA, the
writing, but Carl and some other Tech Guys that he is in
contact with, tell me that things are most ‘weird’ to say the
least. Things like: ‘We have exceeded our bandwidth’, yet we
have unlimited bandwidth.
I also have access to the message’s that are sent
Carl and others, such as the following:

between

“Plus the Mysql phpmyadmin database back up was also corrupt.
Just waiting now for the DNS to propagate….which is also
strange since I am working onsite when it switched to a
different IP – same host” !
Which is double fucking Dutch to me, but at the same time,
tells me that they are doing everything they can to get us
back to normal.
Regrettably, we appear to have lost the last 3 weeks work,
which has royally fucked me off. However, that is hopefully
the total extent of the damage. In the meantime, accept my
apologies for the inconvenience and normal service will be
restored ASAP.
I can promise you, that TPTB will not beat us. I have in fact,
got more balls than that lot of snivelling cowards will ever
have – see picture above – and a mouth to match… I WILL NOT BE
SILENCED.
Touch wood, I have now in fact been told that the site is
back to its normal running… Thank fuck for that.

To say that this
understatement.

weekend

has

been

stressful

is

an

Before this hatchet job happened I was close to finishing an
article on David Cameron. I’m still close to finishing it but
I have much to do replacing the stuff that has been lost, In
fact, I will be up now for the rest of the night just copy
and pasting cached articles that have been lost from the site.
That has got to be done tonight as I’m told that Google scraps
them after a short while..
However, when the article on Cameron comes out in the next day
or two, you will see exactly what kind of Monster we have
guarding the interests of those he serves… And that isn’t us,
I can promise you that.
Needless to say, at best Cameron is protecting Paedophiles.
And at worst? Well lets just say that I go a long way to
proving in this forthcoming article that he is one himself.
It is however, getting harder and harder to find stuff on the
internet about the Royal Family and the Government, of the
kind that isn’t just telling us how great they are. There can
be no doubt that bit by bit, the net is being censored.
Fortunately, thanks to your kind donations, I can now
subscribe to the newspaper archives. I also hope to subscribe
to the National Archives and Getty images ASAP.
In regard to those donations; I have, for over a year, shied
away from putting a donate button on the site.
However, as the site has got bigger and more popular, so have
the demands on my time – I am now putting in a minimum of 16
hrs a day researching, writing and keeping the site updated.
This has been to the detriment of my Job as a Tattoo Artist
and my now non existent social life. I am acutely aware that I
haven’t had a bunk up since the last time and even
I’m embarrassed to say when that was.

Mind you, on the upside, I have become a fucking clever cunt.
Having mentioned those donations – thanks again to those who
have – I can promise you that for as long as this site remains
active, it will remain 100% free to all. And, while I am not
criticising the websites that charge a yearly subscription or
others that restrict certain information to those who pay a
subscription fee, my own personal feelings are that this kind
of information should be available to all – and not just those
who can afford it. This isn’t a game that those cunts are
playing, it is a serious fucking business.
Therefore, all I ask is from those who can afford it is to
donate a pound, every two to four weeks. It is easy and simple
to do, you don’t even need a Paypal account – just press the
donate button on the home page… I stress, that this is only
for those who can afford it, and repeat that those who can’t
will never ever be restricted in access to the information
available on this site.
This in turn will enable me to give up Tattooing while at the
same time affording me access to various archives which hold
information that isn’t freely available on the net any more.
By doing so, I will be able to cut down on the wasted hours I
spend, trawling endless websites for that all important
snippet of information. Moreover, since I have only had one
persons Solicitor telling me off, the info must be pretty spot
on. And even then, the information was 90 % correct.
Certainly, they didn’t get the public apology they were
seeking.
This weekend, has brought home to me, how much time and effort
I do put into this site. I am absolutely delighted, if not a
little gob smacked at how big the site has become. Having said
that, I still have big ideas for making this site bigger and
better.
Course, this weekend has also shown how much TPTB hate me and

how they would dearly love to see me ‘disappear’… Fuck em, I
have a better idea… Lets go to war.
Until the next time,
Much love,
Chris

